
Use two or more body parts at the same time

Control an object whilst moving other body parts

Work respectfully with my team and encourage them at 
all times

Children play a game called ‘on the 
bench’. Position 4 benches in random 

positions across the space. Give the tiggers
one ball each and distribute some other 

balls to the rest of the class (6-10 balls). The 
tiggers try to catch the other pupils by 

striking them below the shoulder with the 
ball. If a child gets hit they stand on the 

bench. To be released they have to catch a 
ball from another player before moving 

back into the space. This game develops a 
range of coordination in preparation for the 

main lesson.

SPACE
Adjust the distance between the children when playing ‘Cone Tennis’ to change the 

level of challenge.  
TASK

Children may be able to send the object in different ways e.g. two hands, one hand, 
non-dominant hand, different types of throw.

EQUIPMENT
Provide children with different objects to throw to their partners. 

PEOPLE
Adjust group sizes when playing ‘Cone Tennis’. Two children might play on one 

side of the net, with one on the other. 

Share with your partner how you felt when you threw your object 
between the farm gates successfully. 

Suggest someone that has persevered at throwing throughout the lesson. . 

Play ‘Farm Gates’, however this 
time the focus will be on throwing 
an object over the gates. Children 

play in pairs and are challenged to 
visit as many gates as they can in a 

set amount of time. When they 
arrive at a gate, they stand either 
side and pass the object to each 

other once, before moving to 
another gate. Try to link learning to 
the ‘run’ lesson when children plan 

their route.
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all times 

Select one station 
from ‘Balance’ and 

add an object to bring 
out increased 
coordination.

Select one station 
from ‘Agility’ and add 
an object to bring out 

increased 
coordination.

Hopscotch 
Using throw down spots or 
hoops create a hopscotch 

style route where pupils have 
to use one and two footed 
landings in combination.

Bean bag catch
Using a tennis racket and a bean 
bag pupil’s aim to push the bean 
bag into the air and catch back 

on their racket.  They could 
throw the object themselves or 

use a ball rather than bean bag.  
This can be done as an 

individual or pair.  

Hand tennis
Pupils play this game in pairs 
using a soft ball or balloon.  
They hold hands to create a 
net and aim to hit the object 
to the other side (over their 
arms).  This should be done 

cooperatively. 

Bib juggle
Using 1, 2 then 3 bibs pupils 
throw the bibs into the air 

and aim to catch them before 
they hit the floor.  This can 

progress into a juggling type 
action.  

Other activity ideas:
Twister (using colored post it notes), Animal yoga, Jousting (using woggles), Bib 

tag
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